Abstract
LACANIAN PSYCHOANALYSIS AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
The literature on Lacanian psychoanalysis and organizational change is a useful place to begin. Psychoanalysis has been proposed by a number of authors as offering a valuable contribution to the study of contemporary organizations (Driver, 2002: 46) . In this way, psychoanalysis has been employed to intervene in, and change, organizational practices. Of particular relevance for this paper are the growing number of interventions drawing upon Lacanian theory. Some of these are described next.
Lacan and Organizational Interventions
This paper addresses authors and practitioners who draw upon Lacanian psychoanalysis to theorize and to bring about organizational change. Lacan's writings have much to offer this field. For example, an influential part of Lacan's work is his account of how humans develop into maturity (see Lacan 1993 ). This account highlights, for example, how the sense of control over the world that people enjoy, is something of a fantasy. Contemporary ways of thinking may lead us to feel that we have the capability to control the world around us, to a large extent, but according to Lacan, this feeling is illusory. The illusion stems from identification with an other, which occurs at an early age and is an essential part of how infants develop. The identification is, however, 'never attained' and thus continually escapes the subject 'at every moment' (Lacan, 1993: 166) . The ego continually searches to overcome this lack, to gain a lost sense of unity and coherence. As Roberts notes, in business and management studies, notions of control act as a 'foundational fantasy for management' (Roberts, 2005: 630) . The above idea from Lacan has been influential in 6 dismantling that fantasy: authors have used it to problematize the idea that, for example, a manager can control the world around him/ her (Roberts, 2005) 1 .
Lacan offers a way to understand how this idea of the manager-in-control comes to be taken for granted in business discourse, and how it is a necessary illusion (Harding, 2007 In the following section, I outline a number of the stains alluded to by Jones and Spicer above, drawing on well-known critiques of his work.
The Lacanian Phallus
The concept of the phallus, which acts as a privileged signifier in the structuring of social life, is somewhat foundational in Lacan's work (Lacan, 1993 However, for some critics, this refuting isn't good enough-the metaphorical linkage persists. Critics argue that the choice of the name phallus to denote a privileged signifier implies a symbolization (Butler, 1993) , and as such, Lacan is unfortunately using a patriarchal language of sexuality to represent his schema (Leeb, 2008) . In doing so, he is reifying an exclusionary system. The choice of the term phallus invokes a 'specifically masculine' account of subject formation and social life (Butler, 1993: 77) .
In particular, the central place afforded to the Phallus, in the Lacanian schema, contributes to this reification; the privilege that Lacan affords to the phallus risks entrenching this phallagocentric schema. As Jameson ( 
Addressing the Silences
Approaches to organizational change interventions need first to address the silence surrounding these problems, before alternative ways, such as those mentioned above, can be discussed and explored (Harding, 2007) 
